
Turning the Ashes!! – 2021 
A Year of Beauty & Rebuilding!!! 
 

As I listened for the Word for 2021 – I heard Turning the Ashes – but it wasn’t as 
if a slow rising up or even a progressives change – it was a violent wind of change – a 
tornadic image of power and progress began to swell on the horizon. 

 
This will be a year of great change and great recovery!  This will be a year of the 

turnaround (especially in impossible situations!)  A year of faith surging and reaching 
and receiving the provision of God! 

How can this be – in a season of great darkness?  There will be a magnification 
of the Presence and power of God!  Greater revelation and expression of the knowledge 
of God in the earth – this always precedes His glorious Presence. 

Because of the great darkness you must choose to live in the light intentionally!  
STAND FIRM, IMMOVABLE AND DO NOT BE SHAKEN!  God is greater than the seen 
and He is working behind the scenes to bring forth His purposes!! 

There must be an end to passive, lazy, distracted Christianity.  It’s time to serve 
God wholeheartedly, with great passion and pursuit!!  These are the days where hunger 
will be answered!  We must FIGHT FORWARD personally and corporately – NO MORE 
STAGNATION! 

It is time for the manifestation and reality of God to be known again in the streets 
of our cities!  I heard the Spirit of God say:  “Where is the Lord God of Elijah?”  We must 
cry out for works of God in our day!  For the lost to know Him, not religion; for there to 
be a witness – evidence again, of GOD WITH US! 

We must also build ourselves personally – this is a year to leave nothing undone.  
Take up the dreams of days gone by, the goals, and the visions that we have let decay 
– the wind of the Spirit is blowing and the ashes are turning to beauty – nonfulfillment is 
turning to reality – wishes are turning to hope and hope is turning to faith and faith is 
finding us standing in a changed now! 

Be still and know that I am God – in the waiting of our secret place the winds of 
the Spirit are blowing.  Don’t neglect these times or the seemingly small beginnings – 
small, small seeds are germinating and there is mighty change being initiated in the 
spirit. 

We must prepare ourselves for the more we have hoped for – receive renewed 
hope, renewed desire, and renewed vision to first see and then call those things that be 
not as though they were!  This is a year of living out of our spirits, denying the flesh to 
dictate and determine our path!  Jesus Christ is our Lord in every aspect and every 
dimension of our lives – living out of this will produce supernatural affects upon all that 
concerns us. 

Do not be discouraged or dismayed by what you see now – this is a year of 
turning – a year of dead things being revived and resurrected!  Take courage and stand 
tall and strong in the power of My Spirit for surely you will walk in great victory and 
witness great transformation for the glory of My Father.  Rejoice for the strength and 
possibility you have hoped for is found in Me! 


